August 20, 2019

Dear Chairwoman Lowey, Ranking Member Granger, and Ranking Member Rogers,

As leading global health and development organizations, we are concerned by the recent news that the Trump administration is again attempting to rescind appropriated funding for international affairs accounts, including funding for development assistance at USAID and the State Department. We appreciate your past leadership in opposing rescission efforts and urge you to actively do so again when a rescission package targeting unobligated funds for Fiscal Years 2018 and 2019 is sent to Capitol Hill. The repeated attempts to rescind foreign assistance funding undermines Congress’ exclusive constitutional authority of the power of the purse.

The continued efforts to cut foreign assistance curtails the impact of these strategic investments and directly affects the success and long-term impact of development programs. In addition, rescissions to the international affairs budget will impact Congressional and administration priorities to empower women economically, respond to the crisis in Venezuela, grow U.S. influence in Africa and the Indo-Pacific region and support UN peacekeeping operations and reform.

U.S. investments in development and global health have continually received bipartisan support on Capitol Hill. Moreover, this funding makes up a small percentage of the U.S. budget but has some of the biggest returns on investment, and results of these investments are clear – improving nutrition for 18 million young children, increasing literacy rates by 33 percent, and improving access to safe drinking water for 7.6 million people. Cutting the funding to these programs does not just curtail planned investments in development, but also undermines the power of current programs to accelerate outcomes.

Importantly, investments in development and foreign assistance also deliver results for the United States. Forty-three of the top 50 nations that buy and consume American agricultural products were once U.S. foreign aid recipients. Democracy and governance assistance helped transition 36 nations to democratic government between 1980 and 1995, building more stable allies and partners.

We strongly urge Congress to continue to show its support for international affairs accounts, including development programs, by affirmatively acting to reject any rescission package put forward by the administration.
Sincerely,
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